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NICE TO MEET YOU!

• Department of Government, School of Public Affairs, American University
• American politics and political methodology:
political behavior, elections + election administration, campaign finance

• I, too, am a non-American Americanist! South Korean citizenship + undergraduate
education and most of my K-12 in South Korea
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HOW MUCH OF APSA MEMBERSHIP IS INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARS?

United States

International

Among 100 Political Scientists

Source: APSA Membership, 2012−2022

71.7% in the United States and 28.3% International
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FIRST OF ALL, DEFINITIONS

How would we define international scholars?
A couple of different definitions are possible

• Born/lived mostly outside the U.S. and/or
• Undergraduate/graduate education outside the U.S. and/or
• Has a job outside the U.S.

My definition would encompass all categories: all are common in that they can bring
diversity in perspectives
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Where do international scholars and students stand
in discussions of diversity, equity, and inclusion?
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WHY DO WE CARE?

1. International scholars are valuable members of the scholarship!
2. International scholars enrich our understanding of politics beyond
domestic, U.S.-based scholarship!
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CHATGPT VERSION, ANYONE?

“How do international scholars contribute to the discipline of political science?”

International scholars make important contributions to the discipline of political science in a 
number of ways, including:

1. Bringing diverse perspectives: Political science is a global discipline, and international 
scholars bring a diversity of perspectives to the study of politics. Their experiences and 
backgrounds can help to broaden the field and bring new insights to political analysis.

2. Conducting comparative research: International scholars are uniquely positioned to 
conduct comparative research across different political systems, regions, and cultures. 
Their expertise can help to uncover similarities and differences in political behavior and 
institutions, and advance our understanding of the complex dynamics that shape politics 
around the world.

3. Advancing theory: International scholars have the potential to challenge existing theories 
and develop new ones. Their empirical work can provide evidence for or against existing 
theories and help to develop new theoretical frameworks that better capture the realities 
of political systems around the world.

4. Transferring knowledge: International scholars can also act as intermediaries between 
different regions of the world, transferring knowledge and best practices between 
political systems. This can help to foster cooperation and learning, and ultimately 
contribute to the development of more effective political institutions and policies.

Overall, the contributions of international scholars are essential to the growth and 
development of political science as a discipline, and to our understanding of politics around 
the world.
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IN THE SCHOLARSHIP’S OWN WORDS

Varshney, Ashu. 2004. “Internationalization of APSA: Why? How?” PS: Political Science
& Politics 37(3): 533–38.

• Non-American political materials and intellectual interventions of political
scientists with non-American backgrounds have contributed to theory building

• Democratic theory, theories of nationalism ... a systematic engagement with
non-American materials makes our discipline, our political understandings, and
our theories better
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VALUE OF SYSTEMATIC ENGAGEMENT WITH NON-AMERICAN MATERIALS

A recent aha-moment in one of my favorite topics: money in politics

• Weschle, Simon. 2022. Money in Politics. Cambridge University Press.
• What do politicians want? Mayhew (1974) “single-minded seekers of reelection”

Political scientists are in such widespread agreement on this point that it has reached
near axiomatic status. Academics who differ on fundamental issues nevertheless concur
that legislative behavior is driven by the desire for reelection (Cox and McCubbins 1993;
Downs 1957; Fenno 1978; Mayhew 1974). — Carey, John M. 1998. Term Limits and Legislative
Representation. Cambridge University Press.

• Weschle (2022): reelection is not the only goal that politicians have, and very
often not even the most important one! The claim is built on assumptions
particular to the United States system/environment, where politicians seeking
personal gain are effectively barred from self-enrichment while campaign finance
regulations are permissive!

• The most common ways politicians use money—for self-enrichment, to fund
campaigns, and by accepting golden parachute jobs—are all part of a common
system and should therefore be analyzed in a single framework.
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OKAY, WE HAVE REASONS TO CARE.
SO WHERE DO INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARS STAND IN DEI DISCUSSIONS?

Oftentimes, nonexistent

• A certain marginalization of international scholars in DEI
• For example, in PS: Political Science & Politics (1968–present),

• Only 3 entries for “international student”
• Only 19 entries for “international scholar”
• Meaningful discussions of the profession that place them in the center?
1 and 3 papers, respectively

• Comparison: 253 entries for diversity, equity, and inclusion
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BUT IS IT JUST POLI SCI OR JUST HIGHER EDUCATION/ACADEMIA IN GENERAL?

Outside political science, some discussions, but limited
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chatted about his experience as an international scholar.
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Nov 16, 2021 — Video: Equity, Diversity, Inclusion and the International Student Experience.
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OKAY, BUT FUNDAMENTALLY, WHY ARE INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARS SUBJECT OF DEI?

Dominguez, Melanie Sayuri, and Seo-young Silvia Kim. 2022. “Thriving in Graduate
School as an International Student: How to Combat the Hidden Costs and Barriers.”

• APSA Preprints link: 10.33774/apsa-2022-0wqgv
• Rejected from PS: Political Science & Politics, alas!
(Please let us know if you know of other outlets.)
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THE HIDDEN COSTS AND BARRIERS OF BEING INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

• Time and money (visas!)
• Adjusting to a new country and academia
• Biases, racism, and stereotypes
Including, but not limited to, “what made you study X instead of Y?”

Not very different for international scholars post-PhD
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Okay, so

• International scholars are valuable, and they bring much to the table
• They face numerous hidden costs and barriers

But what do we do as a discipline? Is this the responsibility of professional
organizations such as the American Political Science Association?
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IS AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION ONLY FOR THE UNITED STATES?

It is not just about the extra barriers that international students/scholars face!

• The hegemony of the scholarship revolving around the United States
• Internationalization: can we truly say that APSA is not a global organization?
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VARSHNEY, ASHU. 2004. “INTERNATIONALIZATION OF APSA: WHY? HOW?” PS: PO-
LITICAL SCIENCE & POLITICS 37(3): 533–38.

“Should APSA be concerned only with our U.S./North American colleagues, or should it
widen its search of ideas, methods, concerns, and collaborations?”

• International members constitute 10% of total membership (≈ 1,400 members)
• Legally speaking, APSA is not a national, but a dues-based organization
• Arguments in support of more internationalized APSA:

1. Internationalization is mutually beneficial
2. APSA’s approval of this idea would be a good signaling device with
implications for the profession

3. Collaborative exchanges are not equally accessible; APSA-mediated crossing
of borders will be effective/beneficial

4. Post-9/11 crossing borders have been difficult; APSA’s role is important
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VARSHNEY, ASHU. 2004. “INTERNATIONALIZATION OF APSA: WHY? HOW?” PS: PO-
LITICAL SCIENCE & POLITICS 37(3): 533–38.

How should we promote internationalization?

• “International night” to facilitate network-building and
promote comparative discussions

• Recommend annual plenary for matters of international salience
• Offer online-only access to APSA journals for cheaper rates
• Representation on the Council from outside the U.S.
• Perspectives on Politics or PS special editions
• ...
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BREUNING, MARIJKE ET AL. 2018. “HOW INTERNATIONAL IS POLITICAL SCIENCE? PAT-
TERNS OF SUBMISSION AND PUBLICATION IN THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE RE-
VIEW.” PS: POLITICAL SCIENCE & POLITICS 51(4): 789–98.

So international scholars bring cross-fertilization of substantive and methodological
understanding! But how have they been publishing?

• Depends on region × prestige
• Data: American Political Science Review
• Scholars from U.S. and other global-north countries are published approximately
in proportion to submissions, but global-south scholars fare less well

• 29.7% of all authors were international (2010)→ 34.8% (2014)
• Scholars affiliated with prestigious universities are overrepresented,
irrespective of geographic location
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WHAT CAN WE DO AS A DISCIPLINE? FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Universities, departments, and individual faculty can make a difference!

• Assess the international student program
• Provide financial support
• Foster support networks
• Be mindful of travel time commitments
• Be informed and observant
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WHAT CAN WE DO AS A DISCIPLINE? FOR INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARS

Well... not very different.

• Assess the international scholar program (if any)
• Provide financial support
• Foster support networks
• Be mindful of travel time commitments
• Be informed and observant
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ONE EXAMPLE OF IMPORTANT SUPPORT

Okura, Masako Rachel. 2006. “Reflections on the APSA Report on Graduate Education:
International Students and Their Teacher Training.” PS: Political Science & Politics
39(2): 311–15.

• International graduate assistants (IGA) and international graduate student
instructors (IGSI) face unique problems in U.S. institutions

• Teacher training issues: ambiguity, lack of awareness, stigma, fear, and denial
• We can do better to help new IGA/IGSIs cope with their first-time teaching:

1. Training undergraduate students
2. Creating a one-stop shop program
3. Hosting interdepartmental brown bags/workshops for IGA/IGSI
4. Ensuring fairness in IGA/IGSI evaluations
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COMING FACE-TO-FACE WITH BARRIERS AGAINST U.S.-BASED INTERNATIONAL SCHOL-
ARS

Monika Nalepa
@monika_nalepa

What is now becoming your daily reminder of how 
exclusionary  is by holding the most 
important annual conference in Canada. Does anyone 
on the Council have a clue of what it means to deal 
with immigration at EVERY STEP of your career?

�APSAtweets

Tanushree Goyal @goyal_tanushree · Jul 19

Show this thread

Canada visa for �APSAtweets was refused as I was held up for another visa. 
Now I have to reapply, pay 150$. Its a gamble as I may not get it in time. I have 
been postponing the re-application as the form is such a harassment. �witter 
energy seems to help. Send me your thoughts!

8:11 AM · Jul 20, 2022

 Retweets14  Quote �weet1  Likes75

�weet your reply Reply

Samara Klar ·�SamaraKlar Jul 20
Replying to  and @monika_nalepa �APSAtweets
This seems so unnecessarily stressful and I'm sorry for everyone going 
through all these expensive hurdles. Is Canada unusually difficult to visit as 
an international scholar? I'm a Canadian and really have very little 
knowledge about this stuff.

3 3

Erik Wang ·�EHWpolisci Jul 20
Replying to   and �SamaraKlar @monika_nalepa �APSAtweets
Canada even before the pandemic was unusually difficult for international 
scholars. Applying for visas has always been a nightmare in terms of both 
the paperwork and the time it takes to process. The pandemic has made 
everything much worse.
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@david_darmofal@mstdn.social ·@david_darmofal Jul 20
Replying to   and @monika_nalepa �EmilyHRitter �APSAtweets
It's a huge problem and I just don't understand APSA's response to this. 
Nor why they have refused to go hybrid.

1 1

Matt Willard ·�MattWillard_CA Jul 21
Replying to   and 2 others@david_darmofal @monika_nalepa
Because then the in-person conference doesn't happen at all.  Let's face it-
-the APSA conference has always been fake and a reason for grad school 
friends to get together and drink.

Followed by some �weeters you follow

Ben W. Ansell ·@benwansell Jul 21
Replying to @monika_nalepa
I raised this a while ago (in the spring) in Council. Sadly, that didn’t seem to 
make any difference

1 3

Monika Nalepa ·@monika_nalepa Jul 21
Replying to @benwansell
Thanks, Ben, for speaking up about this. I hope that your voice is not the 
only one in the future.

You and this �weeter share some mutual follows

Tanushree Goyal ·@goyal_tanushree Jul 20
Replying to  and @monika_nalepa �APSAtweets
Probably not, these are third world problems in a first world conference.
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Followed by some �weeters you follow

Naunihal Singh ·@naunihalpublic Jul 20
Replying to  and @monika_nalepa �APSAtweets
And ISA in the same year.

More Replies

Matt Willard ·�MattWillard_CA Jul 21
Replying to  and @monika_nalepa �APSAtweets
Vote with your feet!  Would love for this to be the reason  �WokeAPSA dies

More �weets

No Context Brits ·�NoContextBrits 11h
Wanksy.

226 2,619 44.3K

Carly Pildis ·�CarlyPildis 17h
We are overjoyed to welcome our daughter Aviva!!! Our rainbow baby is 
finally finally here!!!  After sharing our pain last year, we are overwhelmed 
with gratitude to now share our joy!Baruch Hashem, we feel beyond 
blessed.

608 331 8,641

�weet

Rabia Malik
@therabz

The processing time for visit visas to Canada (applied 
from the UK) is ~203 days according to the Canadian 
govt website, which is past when �APSA is. Why is 
#academia often so much harder for dev’ing country 
folks (who’re much likelier to need visas in the first 
place)? Sigh.

5:08 PM · Mar 9, 2022

 Retweets17  Quote �weets8  Likes154

�weet your reply Reply

Followed by some �weeters you follow

Ben W. Ansell ·@benwansell Mar 12
Replying to  and @therabz @aslicansunar
Hi Rabia. I’m on APSA council and will ask what their plans are about this. I 
agree this is deeply disadvantageous for scholars whose nationality isn’t 
from EU/North Am et al.
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José Incio, Ph.D ·�Jlincio Aug 10
Replying to   and @benwansell @therabz @aslicansunar
Hi , did you ask APSA council what are their plans on this 
issue? In my case I'm in the US, and started my visa process more than 80 
days ago and haven't gotten an answer yet. I know that there are several 
latino scholars/students in the same situation. Thanks!.

@benwansell
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Show replies

Emily K. M. Scott ·�EmilyKMScott Mar 10
Replying to @therabz

 you could reach out to MPs in Montreal and ask that they 
write letters of support and request a rush for Visa applicants who have this 
problem. This is common practice for Canadian NGOs and Unis bringing in 
guests.

�APSAtweets

3 1 6

Rabia Malik ·@therabz Mar 10
Replying to  and �EmilyKMScott �APSAtweets
Thanks, I had no idea that was a possibility. I hope  considers 
this. It's still exhausting having to fight for these things in the first place. & 
APSA wants us to RSVP by March 18, which is too soon to know how viable 
getting a visa could be for so many scholars.

�APSAtweets
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Anam Kuraishi ·@anam_kuraishi Mar 10
Replying to @therabz
I was thinking the same. This is a second conference I'm missing now due 
to visa issues...

2 3

Rabia Malik ·@therabz Mar 10
Replying to @anam_kuraishi
Urgh, Anam I’m so sorry to hear that �( This is really crappy especially for 
students on the market & I wish more people cared about these barriers 
that definitely affect some groups more than others �(

1 3

Show replies

Jojo Nem Singh ·�JNemsingh Mar 10
Replying to @therabz
This is why we try to move our events in the global south, instead of keeping 
them in Europe �) some institutions are progressive so just try to find them 

Shaheryar ·@itsSSR_07 Mar 9
Replying to @therabz

 this is the value of change of nationality@bashar_econ
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Mekia Nedjar ·@mekia_nedjar Mar 10
Replying to @therabz
Can you imagine trying this the global South? From Algeria? Needless to 
mention the inhuman treatment 
....they merely don't answer you at all!!!!

Show additional replies, including those that may contain offensive 
content

Show

�weet
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ARE THERE EXISTING SUPPORT SYSTEMS?

At APSA-level

• What internal grants does APSA have for international scholars?
• Travel grants: https://connect.apsanet.org/apsa2022/travel-grants/
• Application and acceptance rate unknown

• Various racial/ethnic group caucuses but no central advocacy group
• Have the recommendations in Varshney (2004) been followed?
• (More broadly) Is the internationalization of APSA equal to the
internationalization of the profession? Global North vs. South?
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Summaries

• International scholars are an important part of the discipline, and they
tremendously contribute to our understanding of politics

• They are often marginalized yet excluded from DEI discussions
• Given the internationalization of APSA, there are responsibilities
• Active measures needed to promote awareness and inclusion
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Thank you very much for this opportunity!
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